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A home mirrors the passion, style and 

aspirations of its inhabitants. The choice of 

furniture, its function and materials speaks 

volumes about who we are. This is why 

we, at VOX, we believe that the freedom 

of choosing and creating your own space 

belongs only to you since freedom begins 

at home. Everyone should be themselves 

at home.

The Concept collection allows you to 

choose the front colors of some parts to 

adjust the room to your taste.
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Need an idea for a teenager’s room? Concept will 

brilliantly fit in all the teen matters. And when your  

child wants change, just switch the color of the fronts  

and a new room is ready. 

A strong detail can change everything. Blue, red  

saffron, oak - choose the color of the front and give  

the interior a new mood. 

SIMPLE CHANGE,  

STRONG EFFECT
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AESTHETICS COMBINED  

WITH COMFORT

The collection has been designed based on simple geometric divisions. This 

gives the interior and interesting, minimalistic look. The pieces of furniture 

based on oak legs become lighter and stable at the same time.

Silicon-framed holes are a characteristic part of the collection. They are 

used as handles and their colors always match the chosen color of the front.

Concept is also comfortable. The especially designed bed headboard is 

perfect for long hours of reading notes. It will also be ideal for evening  

laptop movie time.
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Legs made of natural oak give 

lightness and character to the 

spacious geometric shapes. 

The height of the legs makes 

cleaning easier. 

A SOLID BASE

The hanging shelf has an open and covered part. 

All bits and bobs can be hidden behind the 

graphite front.
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A NICE PLACE  

FOR STUDYING

The desk is a very important part of a teenager’s 

room. We made sure that the large, functional 

tabletop will make work easier and the spacious 

drawers will fit in all the needed school supplies. 

No guiding rails means that the drawers can be used 

as boxes in which all treasures and secrets can be 

safely stored outside the desk. The drawers have  

a safety mechanism preventing from sliding out.

Let’s not forget about entertainment. In a young 

gamer’s room, all electronic devices can be stored  

in the clever RTV stand.
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2 and 3-door closets will match both small and big rooms. Equipped with bars, 

shelves and drawers, they will successfully fit in all clothes of a teenager. Thanks 

to the soft close mechanism in the doors and drawers, using this closet will 

become more comfortable and pleasant.

The collection also contains a chest of drawers, a cabinet and a bookcase that 

will allow you to store everything you need.

STORAGE POWER
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Check out our original platform for creating  

and arranging interiors - VOXBOX. It’s a simple  

and intuitive on-line app for designing interiors.  

Try out different furniture layouts and see how  

they can be positioned in your rooms. Post your 

project and share it with your friends and family.

How to design using VOXBOX?

Start by giving the room’s dimensions and doors 

and windows positions. Then choose the color of 

your walls. Next you can decide which VOX collection 

you want and which particular furniture pieces. 

Place them according to your ideas and don’t worry 

- VOXBOX will let you know if a given position is 

impossible. Save your project to your account  

so that you can get back to it later and make 

changes. You can also generate a printable photo. 

Your project can be shared with other VOXBOX  

users or on social media.

YOU CAN BE  

A DESIGNER TOO!



120x200 bed

W125/D204,5/H93 cm

Night stand

W53,5/D45/H46,5 cm

90x200 bed

W95/D204,5/В93 cm

Narrow bookcase

W53,5/D45/H201 cm

Desk

W127,5/D60/H76 cm

TV stand

W103/D45/H46,5 cm

Hanging shelf

W99,5/D25/H28 cm

Fronts

W46,5/D49,5/H16 cm

3-door closet
W153/D55/H201 cm

2-door closet

W103/D55/H201 cm

Chest of drawers

W103/D45/H96 cm

Cabinet

W53,5/D45/H71 cm
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Create your space  

as you want. 

Find inspiration  

or ready solutions at

voxfurniture.com

Hanging headboard 90

W84/D6-4/H30 cm

Hanging headboard 120

W114/D6-4/H30 cm



ZIGGO cushion (black) ZIGGO cushion (red)HOUSE picture frame (red) RUBY bedclothes

SCOLA box (red) Basket pouf (red)STRALE standing clock MACE bucketGEO ornament (white)

SCANDI mirror (white)HAPPY LIGHTS (orange)EMO table lamp (red)CLEPSYDRE table lamp 

Create your interior by choosing decorations 

from suggested accessories or look for more at

voxfurniture.com
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GEO bowl (white)
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PAVE standing clock FLEX SAND bedclothesLEAF jewelery stand ARNI standing clock

LEVO picture frame (yellow) Yellow boxVENTO box RENO picture frame (yellow)BUDYNEK decoration

RENARD pictureMUSE floor lampMUSE table lampHAPPY LIGHTS (cream)

LOMBO box

CAT PERSON cushion OWL cushion



LEVO picture frame (blue) DOTTED bedclothesMILDO money box RENO picture frame (blue)

GEO bin SCOLA box (blue)AUTO ornament RADIO ornamentPINA picture

BRINE lampHAPPY LIGHTS (turquoise)GEO ornament (gray)GEO bowl (blue)
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ORSON picture

MODE cushion WELO cushion



HAPPY LIGHTS (white)
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VENTO frame FLEX SAND bedclothes

SATO hanging clock FAROL lanternVENTO box MODIG board

HOUSES ornamentLACASA ornamentJOURNEY pictureWAITING pictureMUSE table lamp (black)

LOMBO box

SEIS II cushion (beige-white) BLUM cushion (beige-white)

PAVE standing clock



voxfurniture.com

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica

Poland


